Enable continuous improvement with integrated, collaborative manufacturing solutions from SAP. Manage simple and complex manufacturing in today's competitive market.

Streamline the slaughtering process, from live animal procurement to optimized services. Reduce costs, enhance safety, and comply with regulations.

Identify and prioritize critical material issues, and maximize enterprise-wide performance. Carry two independent units of catch weight to ensure accuracy and compliance.

Enable mobile maintenance processes to improve technician productivity, asset uptime, and safety. Enhance technician productivity, asset uptime, and safety with predictive maintenance.

Enable holistic coverage of protein management and production processes based on SAP ERP. Provide an award-winning user experience across the entire organization.

Optimize operations for the further processing of meat products. Go beyond compliance with a cost-effective application to systematically identify and resolve safety issues.

Improve your enterprise productivity with efficient production planning using SAP S/4HANA. Shorten lead times at low cost with constraint-based production planning.

Monitor and schedule maintenance tasks, support operational and analytic applications, and predict quality. Implement maintenance and service strategies to control maintenance work through clear safety, risk mitigation, and documentation approval.

The SAP Connected Worker Safety solution provides unparalleled visibility, secure collaboration, and context-aware, business-savvy digital assistant. Unlock new business value with the latest innovations so your employees can make decisions on-the-spot.

Contact us to learn more about how SAP solutions can help you manage your manufacturing operations.